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Abstract—This paper provides a technological assessment of 

future of the motion sensing technology. Motion sensors and 

detector have been around since the seventies and are 

designed to provide effective security. A motion detector is 

basically designed to detect the motion or the movement in a 

particular area. The term motion Sensors can be used to 

refer to any kind of sensing system which is used to detect 

motion. A technological advancement have improved the 

functioning of motion detectors. Motion detection is the 

process of detecting a change in position of an object relative 

to its surroundings. A motion detector is often integrated as 

a component of a system that automatically performs a task 

or alerts a user of motion in an area.  A electronic motion 

detector contains an optical, microwave or acoustic sensor 

and in many cases a transmitter for illumination. 
 Keywords— motion, motion detector, sensing, detect, 

technology, acoustic sensor. 

 

1. OBJECTIVE 

In particular, we identify motion sensing’s boon 

in the gaming industry and analyse trends there 

as well as in potential areas of application 

outside gaming. Our focus technology will be 

Microsoft’s Xbox360 Kinect peripheral, which 

is the first demonstrator of touch free motion 

sensing, although we also discuss competing 

technologies. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Motion can be detected by: sound (acoustic 

sensors), opacity (optical and infrared sensors 

and video image processors), geomagnetism 

(magnetic sensors, magnetometers), reflection 

of transmitted energy (infrared laser radar, 

ultrasonic sensors, and microwave radar 

sensors), electromagnetic induction (inductive-

loop detectors) and vibration (triboelectric, 

seismic, and inertia-switch sensors) There are 

any approaches for motion detection in a 

continuous video stream. All of them are based 

on comparing of the current video frame with 

one from the previous frames or with something 

that called as background.In this paper, there are 

four approaches are used and comparison is 

made to find out a best detector for an effective 

motion detection. 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 

The hypothesized function of this monitoring 

system is to provide the users with information 

about the detection of an object’s movement in 

order to deliver useful information about the 

motion with connection to the theory of motion 

through movement. The subjective experience 

of motion is simple hypothesized as the 

feedback from tiny movement and differences 

between two frames. In this study, the practice 

item of motion was focused on comparison 

among four detectors. 

The objectives of the fundamental studies are as 

follows: 

 To implement the algorithm for motion 

detection analysis in a newly developed 

monitoring system. 

 To compare and analysis among four 

detectors used (Current and Previous, 

Pixellate, Blob Counter and Morph). 

Counterbalancing should be instituted to control 

for order effects and efforts made to ensure that 

all subjects complete objectives. New task need 

to be developed drawing on the best features of 

existing tasks. A wide variety of human-

machine interactions learning techniques have 

been used in human monitoring approaches for 

motion analysis. This employs a large number 

of visual and physiological features, a fact 

which usually impedes the training process [2]. 

In this paper, an effective monitoring system for 

motion assessment is presented. Several aspects 

for example the speed of the subject are 

considered while the assessment is being done. 

This monitoring system does not only serves 

motion movement as assessment, but also 

important in managing the subject data 

effectively and providing scientific information 

about object’s movement. 

4. REVIEW 
A. Current Frame vs. Previous Frame:One of 

the common approaches for a motion 

detector is to compare the current frame of a 
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streaming video with the previous frame. It 

is very useful in video compression 

especially in estimation of changes, writing 

only the changes and not the whole frame. 

Firstly, Difference and Threshold filters are 

used to distinguish the difference regions 

between an original gray scaled frame and 

the previous video gray scaled frame. An 

image with white pixel on the difference 

regions is obtained on the specified 

threshold value. A motion event can be 

signaled if the value is greater than a 

predefined alarm level [3].Then, erosion 

filter is used to remove random noisy pixels 

since mostly of cameras produce a noisy 

image. The Erosion filter is a morphological 

filter that changes the shape of objects in an 

image by eroding (reducing) the boundaries 

of bright objects and enlarging the 

boundaries of dark ones. It is often used to 

reduce or eliminate small bright objects [4]. 

This filter assigns minimum value of 

surrounding pixels to each pixel of the result 

image. Surrounding pixels, which should be 

processed, are specified by structuring 

element: 1 to process the neighbour or -1 to 

skip it. It is very useful for binary image 

processing, where it removes pixels, which 

are not surrounded by specified amount of 

neighbours. It gives ability to remove noisy 

pixels or shrink objects [5]. At this stage, an 

actual motion is obtained since mostly only 

the interest regions are being detected. From 

the below picture, the disadvantages of the 

approach had been discovered. If the object 

is moving smoothly, small changes from 

frame to frame was received. Hence, it is a 

problem and difficulty to get the whole 

moving object. Things become worse when 

the object is moving so slowly and the 

algorithms will not give any result at all.  

B. Current Frame vs. First Frame: Another 

approach is to compare the current frame with 

the first frame in the video sequence. 

Comparison between these two frames were 

resulting the whole moving object 

independently of its motion speed. At the 

beginning, the first frame of video sequence is 

set as background frame. The upcoming frames 

are always comparing with this background 

frame. The most important approach here is to 

“move” the background frame slightly in the 

direction of the current frame on the specified 

amount for example used one level per frame.  

Then, the colours of pixels in the background 

frame are changed by one level per frame 

[6].The most efficient algorithms in detection 

motion are building the scene or background 

frame as a reference to make comparison with 

the current frame. Some approaches listed 

below are rather simple if compared with the 

most which are too complex. 

C. Pixellate Filter: Pixel art scaling algorithms 

are image scaling algorithms specifically 

designed to upsample (enlarge) low-resolution 

pixel and line art that contains thin lines, solid 

areas of colour rather than gradient fills or 

shading and has not been anti-aliased [7]. It is a 

simple pixellation algorithm that takes the 

median of the saturation over each square and 

the mean of the luminescence. The main idea of 

this filter is to replace pixels in some 

rectangular area with their average value and 

produces a nicely graduated luminescence by 

taking the mean of the hue is prone to error 

since adjacent hue indices can be radically 

different colours [8]. Hence, the pixellated 

versions of the current and background frames 

are produced. The next step is to move the 

background frame towards the current frames 

and the rest is only the main processing step [9]. 

D. Blob Counter: 

The idea of blob detection is to turn an image of 

pixels into a collection of “super pixels”. Blob 

detection works by grouping sets of pixels that 

fall within a particular range of colours. The rest 

of the image can then be discarded and the 

resulting superpixels can either be highlighted 

on the image or sent for further processing. This 

creates very specific areas of interest, which can 
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be processed further, as each region has a set of 

coordinates.This approach has a great 

possibility for performance optimization. It 

provides the number of objects, position and 

dimension on a binary image. Blob counter is a 

very useful feature and can be applied in many 

different applications. It can count objects on a 

binary image and extract them. The idea comes 

from “Connected components labeling,” a filter 

that colors each separate object with a different 

color [10]. 

Blob extraction is also very useful because once 

the superpixels have been identified, a simple 

calculation can be performed to see if the blob 

meets per determined conditions, such as 

height, width or shape [11]. 

 
5. METHODOLOGIES 

In this section, the procedures and the methods 

used for the monitoring system will be 

described. C Sharp and Matlab software are 

used in all the programming section. Generally, 

the flow of the motion monitoring system is as 

in Figure .First, a short motion of hand waving 

with a ring on the last finger as reference is 

recorded real-time with a laptop webcam. The 

data is then fed into system for analysis using 

four different detectors. Result of motion 

detection is generated parallel with the data 

input. All the detected motions are highlighted 

with red colour. Motion alarm is added into the 

motion detection system by calculate the 

amount of white pixels on the difference image 

between current frame and background frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Proposed Approach: Morphing is a special effect 

in 2D images that changes (or morphs) one image 

into another through a seamless transition. Most 

often it is used to depict one person turning into 

another through technological means or as part of a 

fantasy or surreal sequence. Traditionally such a 

depiction would be achieved through cross-fading 

techniques on film. Since the early 1990s, this has 

been replaced by computer software to create more 

realistic transitions [12]. The idea of the filter is to 

preserve specified percentage of the source filter 

and to add missing percentage from overlay image. 

So, if the filter was applied to source image with 

percent value equal to 60%, then the result image 

will contain 60% of source image and 40% of 

overlay image. Applying the filter with percent 

values around 90% make background image 

changing continuously to current frame. This new 

filter has two benefits that it is much simpler to 

understand and produce better Performance due to 

the efficiency of implementation of filter. 
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Figure Result image (from left) using Current 

vs. Previous Frame, Pixellate Filter, Blob 

Counter and Morph Filter with increasing 

motion speed. 
 

7. ADVANTAGES 

The advantage of this monitoring system over 

other is the ability of this monitoring system to 

provide an effective and easy method for user. It 

is important to consider the assessment in all the 

aspects including speed and background. 

The most appropriate monitoring available is 

this system able to monitor a progress in a long 

time. Result is presented in Figure 2. Four 

different detectors are used in the system starts 

from left is comparing current frame with 

previous, pixellate filter, blob counter and 

morph. All these detectors are working 

smoothly with high efficiency during slow 

motion about 6.40 frames per second (fps). 

On the other hand, when the system is applied 

on very fast motion around 36 fps, morph filter 

is able to detect the object’s motion clearly with 

a tiny lagging rather than the previous three 

detectors but there is an interesting finding that 

pixellate detector is unable to detect a very fast 

movement. It will automatically decrease the 

motion to become slow motion for an analysis 

due to its characteristic of enlarge low 

resolution image and it takes longer time to 

process the mean for detection. Some sections 

of the trial motion like subject’s palm center 

and subject’s ring on the last finger were 

successfully detected by the last detector. 

Another motion video was analyzed using this 

four detectors and the result showed that morph 

filter able to detect the fast movement of table 

tennis ball effectively for a long period. The 

detector can detect, recognize and coping out a 

zone of interest of every moving object in a 

frame. The result indicates that morph filter is 

better in motion detection for the monitoring 

system. The detection is running smoothly and 

available in fast motion detection. 

This monitoring system also could be revised to 

make them more user-friendly, with a focus on 

issues such as layout, illustrations, message, 

information, and cultural appropriateness. It 

provides full functionality for the entire 

assessment cycle: authoring, scheduling, 

administering and rating. A non-technical 

rationale for using the procedure, including the 

type of information and what we can do with 
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this information will be provided. It is a premier 

and affordable personal computer-based 

assessment system for academia, government 

and business users. The monitoring system is 

designed around four essential qualities: validity, 

reliability, impact and practicality. Validity is 

normally taken to be extent to which an 

assessment can be shown to produce scores 

which are an accurate reflection of a human’s 

motion true level. Reliability concerns the 

extent to which assessment results are stable, 

consistent and accurate, and therefore the extent 

to which they can be depended on for making 

decisions about the motion. Impact concerns the 

effects, beneficial or otherwise, which an 

examination has on the motion. Practically can 

be defined as the extent to which an assessment 

is practicable in terms of the resources needed 

to produce and administer it. There is a lot to do 

with this motion detection monitoring system 

depending on the imagination. One but not the 

only one straight forward application for this 

system is video surveillance. It also can be 

applied on the incredible thing likes gesture 

recognition, behavioral analysis and gait 

analysis. 

 
8. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, an effective monitoring system 

for motion detection and assessment tool has 

been developed. The level of motion is used as 

the input for the monitoring system to generate 

assessment to the motion detection to the 

particular person specifically. Results and 

findings show that the monitoring system is 

effective and consistent in producing relevant 

results to the detected motion. This monitoring 

system can be developed in the algorithm for 

speech recognition system in order to obtain 

more accurate and reliable voice input. 

In future, this system will be upgraded to 

mobilize resources to provide the necessary 

infrastructure, supplies and materials needed to 

ensure every assessment is achieving the motion 

analysis potential. This is important to increase 

the reliability and effectiveness of this 

monitoring system. A more detailed concept of 

motion detection will be more useful in later 

processing stages. As in image flow algorithm, 

all the information is need to be incorporated on 

the direction of motion. Optimization in 

realization is very important for a optimize 

solution from the beginning. 
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